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Actual
Criter ia. Amount.

6b. Maximum difference at Normal Pres-
sure bet ween corrections at 0° and
20°, or 20° and 40° C. 0 ·02

7. Scale Value at 0° C. . 1 ·01
Scale Value at 20° C. . 1 ·00
Scale Value at 40° C. . . 0 ·99
Greatest Difference in Scale Value in the

Range 0°-40° C. 0 ·02

M OU NT MALLORY AN D MOUNT I RVI NE.

Tolerance
Allowed.

0· 06 Inch

0·05 "

THE Mount Everest Committee have received, th rough the
,courtesy of Mr. Edward Arnold, the following extract

from a letter of Mr. Ed ward Rainey, Executive Secreta ry
to the Mayor of San Francisco :-

' Las t summer Mr. Norman Clyde, of Independence, Inyo
County, California, climbed two peaks in the vicinity of Mount
Whitney (14,501 ft .), the highest mountain in th e United Stat es.
No record exists of a previous climb of these peaks.

, He suggested to the Sierra Club that the Club sponsor the
naming of th ese peaks after Mallory and Irvine. The Club
so recommended to the United Stat es Geographic Board, and
th e Board has given its approval.

' Mallory (13,870 ft.) is on th e main crest of the Sierra
Nevada, about five miles S.E. of Mount Whitney. Irvine
(13,790 ft .) is about a mile E. of Mallory . These peaks are
in a wild and very beautiful region, and the altitudes equal
or exceed th ose of our most interesting peaks.'

T HE A ME RIOAN M E MBERS OF TH E ALPINE C LU B.

Precis of Minut es of Meeting held October 10, 1925.

THE Autumn Dinner of the Associat ion was held at the
University Club, Montreal, Canada, on Saturday evening,

October 10.
The attending members were Messrs. Charles E. , Fay,

Chairman, Allen Carpe, A. P . Coleman, Henry S. Hall, Jr. ,
J . W. A. Hickson, Howard Palmer, Norman H . Read, H. B.
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de Villiers-Schwab, Horace Westmoreland and William Williams.
The gu~sts were Messrs. H . F. Lambart, Rob ert Morgan,
J. A. WIlson and H. H. Worsfold.

At the conclusion of dinner the Chairman made a short
address and everyone heartily joined in the toast to the Pre
sident of the Club. Dr . Hickson, as Canadi an Vice-Chairman,
added a special greeting to the visiting members from th e
U.S.A.

The first speaker of th e evening was Professor Coleman,
whose subject, ' Happenings on the way to Mt. Brown,' was of
particular interest to a numb er of those present, in that it
described his trip to Fortress Lake in 1892 and his discovery
of th e Pyramid (Mt. Clemenceau). The talk was illustrated
with a number of slides made from colour sketches drawn at
th e time.

Captain Westmoreland next described a numb er of difficult
, Climbs in the English Lake Distri ct and in th e Dolomites.'
Accompanied by some splendid slides showing many of th e
choice bits on these climbs, his talk, includin g an account of
one serious accident, fairly thrilled the assembled members,
but few of whom have had experience with sensational rock
climbing of this kind.

Howard Palmer followed with a description of the' Maligne
Lake District ' visited by Allen Carp e and himself in 1923,
which includ ed their first ascent of Mt. Brazeau. In addition,
he gave an account of his 'First Ascent of Mt. Bastion'
(Rampart Range) made in 1925 with J. W. A. Hickson. Slides
of his usual high standard were shown in illustration.

The feature of th e evening, Carpe's movies of th e Mt. Logan
Expedition , concluded the programm e. These pictures were
taken with small hand cameras (a Bell and Howell' Filmo '
and a Sept) , most of those shown having been enlarged from
narrow-gauged films, and despite th eir vicissitud es, including
a submersion of two hours or more in the Chitina River when
one of the rafts overturned on the way out, the results were
excellent . The movies depicted th e various stages of the trip;
first by pack-train to the glacier, th e back-packing over the
interminabl e moraines and the laborious advance up the long
glacier and neve slopes, first by man-hauling sledges and lat er
by renewed back-packing. Many scenes about the successive
camps were shown, and there was even a glimpse of th e vic
torious group on the very summit of Mt. Logan. The fine
scenery along the route was also abundantly screened, the
most impr essive views being those of glorious King Peak,
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whose precipitous sides and terrific aretes would seem to defy
hope of conquest.

The gath ering was the most int eresting and notable yet
held; it did not break up until almost 1 A.M. , everyone feel
ing that Montreal should have its full share of A.C. meetings
in the future.

T HUNDERSTORMS I N TIlE A LPS .

By F. S, SMYTHE,

MOST of those who read this have been caught in a thunder
storm on a mountain. Itis an impressive experience

and not a little uncanny, for this is a mood of nature of which
we know but little. Wind, hail, snow, and rain we can
understand both in origin and effect. These we can combat,
though the fight is sometimes a stern one. Should one be in
the focus of a thunderstorm there is also a feeling of a very
near danger, which feeling is at times not unjustified by events
as on the Schreckhorn referred to below.

Thunderstorms are primarily due to unequal air temperatures.
Hot air rises and in doing so generates an electrical charge or
potential by.virtue of its frictional contact with the cooler and
stiller air. Hot air, except over an inland desert , is usually
moist. This moist air coming in contact with cooler air or a
cold mountain side condenses in the form of mist . In the case
where the air is electrically charged each tiny suspended drop
of wat er holds an electrical charge. The cumulativ e effect of
these numberless little water bat teries may result in an enor
mous stress between the cloud and the earth which can only be
relieved by a flash. In certain conditions, however, the dis
charge from a cloud to earth may occur without any flash-over
taking place. In parts of Norway thunderstorms were un
known prior to the deforesting oflarge areas. This was doubtless
due to the countless pine needles which acted as conductors
to the electrical fluid. Thus a cloud discharged its energy as
soon as it generated it, and long before it had time to become
charged enough for the energy to pass as a flash. In the Alps,
and in particular the Eastern Alps, thunderstorms are far more
common in some localities than in others ; local conditions
have, however, a great deal to do with it . The Oberland is
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often maligned on account of the wretched weather which un
doubtedly prevails there to a great er extent than at Zermatt .
Lying as it does between the great heated tr ench of the Rhone
valley and the central plain of Switzerland, and rising so
abruptly above low, hot valleys it is tolerably certain that the
mountaineer is justified in abusing the Oberland. On several
occaaions I have sat on the summit of a peak and watched the
cumuli clouds, born of the moist heat of the Rhone or Grindel
wald valleys, slowly gathering to assault the climber on his long
sludge back to th e hut with an almost tropical deluge, and
a wholly unnecessary display of statical electricity. Yet in
spit e of all its eccentricities I must confess to a certain affection
for the Oberland .

It is now recognized that there are two distinct kinds of
lightning discharge. For want of better terms these are called
the ' A ' flash and the' B 'flash. The ' A ' flash is one which
occurs along a previously prepared path of discharge. The
actual flash is preceded by a brush discharge which finally
breaks down the resistance offered by the air between the cloud
and the earth. A column of ionized air is formed of far less
resistance than the surrounding air, and the flash occurs along
this . It should be noted that a brush discharge is really a
gradual discharge, and not a sudden and enormous dissipation
of electrical energy as -is a flash. Often it happens that a
cloud discharges its energy without any flash-over at all. On
several occasions I have experienced all the phenomena associ
ated with the brush discharge prior to an • A 'flash. My ice
axe has hissed ; my hair stood on end ; and I have actually
received small shocks. Yet th ere was no flash, nor did I hear
any thunder. All that had happened was that the cloud dis
charged its energy without a flash. It is only where the cloud
is being charged more quickly than it can discharge that a.
cumulative effect is brought about which can only be relieved
by a flash. The mountaineer has th erefore ample warning as
to the probability of an • A ' flash occurring owing to the
audible and visible effects of the brush discharge that precede
the flash. Ice axes and metal objects hiss and sometimes hum
in a disconcerting manner; the hair stands on end ; and there
is often an unpleasant feeling of nervous tension probably due
to the electrical tension in the atmosphere. When the little
blue flames of the brush discharge appear on the head of an
ice axe and sparks jump from the fingers it is high time for
the mountaineer to quit any exposed point and seek shelter,
leaving his ice axe behind him if possible ; for the eccentricity
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of the ' A ' flash is that it does not necessarily strike the highest
point but prefers the best conductor. As, however, one rock is
very like anot her the mountaineer can rest assured that in
point of fact the lightning will not worry about him as long as
he cowers sufficiently below th e crest of th e ridge.

The ' B ' flash is a different affair altogether. If a highly
charged cloud moves at a great speed towards an outstanding
object a sudden enormous electrical tension is set up which
can only be relieved by a flash. There is no gradu al breaking
down of the intervening air resistance, no preliminary brush
discharge. On this account the ' B ' flash is distinct ly more
dangerous to a climbing party th an is an ' A ' flash. 'l'here is
no warning, and the results of such a flash are shattering.
Fortunately its occurrence in th e Alps proper is rare for two
reasons. Firstly, because a thundercloud in the Alps usually
forms on or near a mountain or only becomes charged when in
close proximity to it ; secondly, because when a charged cloud
approaches from an outside source it generally does so slowly
enough for an ' A ' flash with its previous manifestations to
occur. It follows that a 'B' flash must be of far great er
power than an' A 'flash. In the lat ter a path of comparatively
small resistance is prepared beforehand, but in th e former th e
resistance to be broken down is enormous and th e flash con
sequently far more destructive. Were all th e lightning strokes
that have struck Alpine ridges of the' B ' variety th ere would
be even greater decay and ruin than there is at present and the
casualties among mountaineers might assume alarming pro
portions. Fortunately th e death-roll directly attributa ble to
lightning in th e Alps is a small one. The worst disaster on
record was that which wiped out a party of four on the Wetter
horn in 1902. . In this instance the storm was seen' going over
the mountain.' It seems probable, th erefore, that th e fatal
flash was a ' B 'one. Thus did the' Peak of Storms' live up
to its reputation. The Oberland peaks have always struck me
as being aptly named. The Schreckhorn or ' Peak of Terror'
is the pick of the bunch as far as aptness of appellation is con
cerned. At least, so think Messrs. Douglas, Harrison, and I
aft er our experiences of last summer. I will tell the story if
only for its ' B ' flash interest .

On July 30, 1925, Bell and I arose early from our beds in the
comfortable Strahlegg hut intending to attempt a previously
planned route up th e Klein Fiescherhorn. A badly swollen
ankle prevent ed Bell from starting. I accordingly joined
forces with Messrs. Douglas and Harrison in an assault on the

•
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Schreckhorn. The morning was fine and calm as we trudged
up the easy rocks of Gagg and across th e snow slopes to the
Schreckfirn. Yet there was a warmth in the air which boded
ill. A wild, hurried dawn greeted us on th e Schreckfirn. Yet
scarcely had the rays lit the snow wall of the Fiescherhomer
when it was superseded by a weird greenish glow. None of
us had seen such a sunrise. Far beyond the foothills of the
Oberland th e plain of Berne was drowned in a green haze.
Everywhere we looked the green colour predominat ed. It
was a portent, beautiful but evil. We were foolish to disregard
it. I have since spoken to Dr. A. Russell, th e not ed expert on
thunderstorms and their attendant phenomena. He told me
that these 'green ray' sunrises are not unknown to scientists,
who do not, however, und erstand their cause. One thing only
is certain, and that is th ey almost invariably precede exception
ally unpl easant weather; I can vouch for it. It is a curious
fact that th e colour in question was identical with that emit ted
by a Crookes' vacuum tube, though whether there is any
connexion it is as yet impossible to say. A few days lat er
Bell and I were crossing th e Griinhornliicke en route to the
Agassizjoch when we witnessed a stormy sunrise with a distinct
greenish tin ge about it. Without argum ent, we at once
abandoned our plan and turned off to the Finsteraa rhorn hut.
We were justified, for a thunderstorm and blizzard developed
with extraordinary rapidity. It was this storm th at killed
a German on th e easy slopes of the Rottalsattel. On the
present occasion, however, the weather appeared reasonably
good otherwise; only a few smooth, oily clouds, far detached
from the world, suggested evil, while 'away in the far south a
massive range of cumuli brooded over th e Pennines.

Our route up the Schreckhorn was by th e S.W. arete. Bell
and I had ascended this arete two days previously on our
traverse by th e Schreckhorn-L auteraarhorn ridge. In my
opinion it is much more int eresting than the ordinary way, but
I should not hesitate to define it as a more difficult climb. In
my own case, however, it is difficult to judge. I climbed the
Schreckhorn by the ordinary Scbreckjoch route under excep
tionally good conditions in 1923, whilst last year it was exactly
th e reverse.

To attain the crest of the S.W. arete it is necessary to climb
a wide couloir th at drops on the S. side of the arete to th e
Schreckfirn. Messrs. Wicks, Wilson, and Bradby who first
climbed this ridge mention a red buttress by which they
ascended. This buttr ess is formed by the rocks of the W.

•
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wall of the couloir. The couloir, however, appealed to us as
being quicker. It is also in normal conditions probab ly the
easier alterna tive and quit e safe from falling stones.

Plodding across the Schreckfirn we crossed the bergschrund
by a good bridge and at tacked the ice slope above. Cutting
across to the left we reached easy rocks which brought us
without trouble into the couloir above the steep and icy rock
wall over which it drops at its base.

Conditions had changed considerably during th e two days
since my previous ascent. Where we had found hard snow
and dry rocks th ere was now ice and verglas. P rogress over
the icy slabs that formed the bed of the couloir was slow. It
was a place not so much technically difficult as requiring great
care. According to Douglas th e work was not unlike th at on
the traverses below th e Z'Mutt ridge on the Matterhorn . We
mounted steadily to the foot of a long snow patch. This snow
patch helped us considerably ' for a while. Higher up th e snow
thinned down to ice and impending rocks forced us to the left .
The rocks at the head of the couloir were more pleasant than
the smooth slabs lower down, but th ey were more difficult ; and
though th ere was far less verglas, what there was usually
covered th e best holds. At '7 A.M. we gained the crest of th e
arete and sat down to second breakfast. The weather did not
look promising, the clouds in the S. were massing in ugly grey
battalions ; but over the Oberland th e sun smiled kindly as yet .
Bad weather was undoubtedly in the offing, but everything
pointed to its holding off for some hours. By the time it did
come we confidently expect ed to have traversed th e mountain
and be off all difficulties. The morning was still remarkably
warm and windless.

We did not linger over breakfast and were soon off again.
The S.W. arete of the Schreckhorn is composed of sound and
rough rock. It is indeed a joy to climb. In places it is steep,
but the holds are always there in bountiful profusion. Climbing
quickly and for the most part all together, progress was enjoyable
and rapid on this splendid arete.

The storm came with incredible rapidity . We were less th an
500 ft . from the summit when we heard the first roll of thunder,
and looking round saw a dark wall of cloud with leaden hail
trailing at its skirts rushing up from the N.W. We at once
looked round for shelter and were able to climb down to a small
ledge partially protected by an overhanging rock a few feet
below the crest of the ridge. Our ice axes we left behind lying
in a patch of snow.
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Within ten minu tes th e storm was upon us. First we heard
the bombardment as the storm clouds reached the Eiger;
without a pause they rushed across t o wreak their fury on the
Schreckhorn . They came with an insan e squall of hail and
tremendous cracks of thunder. Every few seconds the light
ning st ruck th e ridge above with a rending, tearing bang.
After one particularly brilliant flash that seemed to flame all
round us, accompanied by a t errific report , there was another
crash and a mass of rock dislodged by the lightning fell to the
left of us. We looked at each oth er. All we could do was to
hope for the best. An appreciable time aft er the init ial bang
of the discharge would come the long roll of echoes from peak
to peak, booming in tr emendous waves of sound from the
cliffs of the Lauteraarhorn. It was terrible, but it was also
magnificent .

Meanwhile hail fell steadily. The air was full of it , we could
see but a few yards. Our ledge afforded but slight protection,
but the weather as yet was warm and we were reasonably
comfortable.

The storm lasted for about an hour; when it had gone we
climbed back to the ridge where we were greeted by a glimpse
of blue sky and a wan fugitive sun. Our ice axes we found
uninjured, much to our relief.

On the ridge we held a short council of war. If we went on
we should have an easier descent, but we should be on an
exposed ridge for at least two to three hours. To be caught
by another thundersto rm on or near the summit of the Schreck
horn, with the added possibility of really bad weather into th e
bargain, was not to be thought of. The rocks, moreover, were
covered with the newly fallen hail and progress must of neces
sity be slow. To retreat by th e way we had come would be th e
more difficult but short er. In the circumstances we decided
on retr eat . We start ed down the ridge moving as fast as pos
sible. Progress, however, was not rapid for the rocks were
covered in half-melted hail.

We had nearly reached the point where it is necessary to
turn down into tlie couloir when again storm clouds blew up
from the N.W. Like the first storm the second developed
with extraordinary rapidity. We had barely turned off th e
ridge down the head of the couloir when it was on us in a
blinding tour-mente of snow and hail, snarling wind, and crashing
thund er. 'I'here was no previous indication of the electrical
tension. Ice axes and metal objects did not hiss. The charged
clouds were blown at great speed against th e mountain and as
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soon as th ey were near enough discharged their electrical
energy.

Douglas and Harrison were below me moving carefully over
the difficult rocks when there was a blinding glare and a terrible
explosion. I received a stunning blow on th e head as if I had
been sandbagged. For a second or so I was more or less com
pletely knocked out, and but for th e rope, which I ha d pre
viously belayed securely round a rock, I might have fallen and
dragged th e party to disaster. When I recovered my wits
sufficiently to move down, fits of tremb ling supervened. It
was with difficulty that I could control my limbs. No doubt
the nerve centres were affected. Considering the violence of
the discharge and th e terrific report which accompanied it, the
shock I received was without doubt only the secondary effect
of the flash. A direct hit must have been fatal. Ev en th e
secondary or ' corona' effects of a lightning discharge may be
fat al to life. Dr . Russell tells me that had my clothes been
dry I would in all probability not have survived such a powerful
shock. Fortunat ely we had been well damped by the first
storm and th e electrical fluid naturally ran down my wet clothes
in preference to the body. As is well known a high frequency
current utilises only the surface of a conductor. This pecu
liarity is known to electrical engineers as the' skin effect .' In
my case my , skin' for electrical purposes was represented by
my cloth es.

For the next hour or so our progress was painfully slow,
less on my account than owing to the ferocity of the storm
which reached a pitch I had never before experienced in such a
situation. We were in imminent danger of being blown off the
mountain. For minutes at a time we could barely cling on
while th e wind roared by beating us with hail and snow until we
were sheathed in ice from head to foot . Worst of all the hail
left by the first storm had partially melted, and now the bitter
wind was freezing it on the rocks in sheets of ugly verglas which
in turn was being covered by evil flour-like snow. The only
alt ernative to the horrible icy slabs was th e ridge and buttress
forming the W. wall of the couloir, but this the lightning was
hit ting with unfailing regularity, and the wind would have
blown us off like flies. No, the couloir was the sole way.
There, at least, was a certain amount of shelter, though there
was always the risk of falling stones dislodged by lightning.
Once we were out of direct danger of being actually hit by
lightning we gave up worrying over it. Yet never shall I forget
the fearful rending bangs for all the world like Mills' bombs
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magnified many times just above or to the left of us. Suddenly
above the howl of the tourrnente came the sound of falling rocks.
The fall occurred down .the E . wall of the couloir, hut we
barely noticed it, though had we been 100 ft . lower we should
have been wiped out .

A slip was not to be thought of; steadiness was essential.
Never did Douglas or Harrison falter, their progress was
mechanical rather than human in its certainty. It is only thus
that a party caught by weather of this descript ion on an exposed
and difficult place can hope to get down in safety. Whether
we could stick it out was not so much the question as whether
the storm would allow us to stick it out.

Often we were dependent on the rope. Several times I could
neither find a hold or feel what I was hanging on to. On these
occasions I was forced to let myself slide, braking with my axe
on the icy slabs, an evolution known in climbing parlance by
the expressive term ' scrabbling' ; but always Harrison was
below, a tower of strength to gath er me to his bosom in fatherly
manner at the end of the' scrabble.'

At length we were off the upper rocks and could cut across
an ice slope to the long patch of snow. There we could kick
steps and move all together. The exercise was more warming
than crawling down the icy slabs. The storm, however,
increased in fury. We were unable to see where we were going,
or each other, owing to the blinding clouds of powdery snow
that came pouring down from the cliffs above until they would
by caught by the hurricane, and whirled furiously back in
writhing, suffocating columns.

Knowing the route better than the others I undertook to go
first. With faces to the slope and axes well driven home at
every step we slowly struggled down to the safety that seemed
so far away. So blinding was the drift that the holds kicked
by me were immediately obliterated, and Harrison as next
man had perforce to make his own. We were often unable
to see each other, though separated by only a yard or so,
and two or three times I felt Harrison's boot on my head as
he moved down a step, quite unaware that I was immediately
below.

We were not more than half way down. In three hours we
had not descended 500 ft. of the couloir. The storm was
increasing rather than decreasing in fury. It was bitterly
cold. Finally we could barely move at all, and for minutes at
a time it was as much as we could do to prevent ourselves being
})IQWI! frQIn 01.U' holds. I remember well the weird noise made
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by the wind as it came rushing up the couloir. Sometimes it
fell upon us with a furious demented screech. At oth ers it
approached with the roar of an express train in a tunnel.
Now and again it struck with a boom like thunder. We began
to realize that our chances of survival, if things' went on
as they did, were not very bright. The forced inaction was
telli~g. Soon the wind would numb unless we could keep
movmg. .

Then Providence intervened. The wind moderated. The
mist swept away for a few moments . We could see the route
down. Somebody suggested some chocolat e. The effect was
great . It brought warmth and renewed determination to get
down come what might . So on we went leaving the snow for
the int erminable ice-sheeted slabs where nearly every hold had
to be hacked out with the axe.

Presently the storm came roaring back like a giant in anger,
but not with the same fury as before. We were able to go on
moving, albeit with difficulty. 80 for a total of six hours we
fought our way down a couloir not more than 1000 ft. high,
reaching at last th e easier rocks and th e ice slope above the
bergschrund. On the ice slope our steps had been obliterat ed
and we had to cut th em anew, but what a joy to be able to
cut into good honest ice aft er the hours of hacking, scraping,
and groping on the horribl e slabs. Not worrying about finding
th e bridge over the bergschrund we sat down and one by one
slid down and over, subsiding ungrac efully into th e soft snow
of th e glacier. There, with nothing but easy ground separating
us from the hut we shook hands, not without feeling, for it
had been a very close thing, and turned for a moment to
listen to the wild orchestra of the storm in the great crags
above.

We were soon at th e hut where we found Bell anxiously
awaiting us. Had we not returned he was fully prepared to
organize a search party before nightfall. As it was he was able
to turn his organizing abilities into the preparation of a truly
superb stew.

We all went down to Grindelwald next day where together
with a large and jovial party of the 8.M.C. we forgot our
troubles and the weather in a huge feast of patisserie.
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